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Bahrain

PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
God of majesty and all splendor, make every Christian believer in Bahrain
remember Your promise:  “I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on
earth shall be loosed in heaven.” Protect and release the protesters in the prison
kept in violation of both national and international law and the inmates protesting
against detention conditions and the lack of access to medical treatment since the
outbreak of COVID-19. Bless the efforts of Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al
Khalifa since the cabinet decided to send medical equipment and oxygen to India
to support its fight against COVID-19. Open the eyes of the Bahrainis attending the
Eid Al Fitr prayers to see Your glory and reveal Your power of salvation. Empower
the Christian Believers to exercise their authority in Christ to forbid the enemy’s
activity and release his hold as You have already set them free from darkness and
sickness (The Bible, (Matthew 16:19).

MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
Bahrain means “two bodies of water”: the salt water ocean surrounding it is one body of
water, and the other is the fresh water that used to spring up in the various oases in
Bahrain. The Kingdom of Bahrain is the most open island country in the Gulf region and
opened its doors to some Christian influence. The constitution of Bahrain imposes no
restrictions on the right to choose or practice one’s religion, but neither is there any law to
prevent discrimination. Converts from Islam to Christianity are shunned by society and
sometimes subjected to physical abuse.

CHIEF OF STATE
King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa
HEAD OF GOV.
PM Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa

https://www.win1040.org/prayercalendar/bahrain/
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+16%3A19&version=NIV
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POPULATION
1,347,000
CHRISTIANS
8.2%
EVANGLICAL CHRISTIANS
2.3%
DOMINANT RELIGION
Shia Islam
PERSECUTION RANKING
Not Ranked
REFUGEES
353
LIFE EXPECTANCY
78.73 yrs
LITERACY RATE
94.6%
POPULATION BELOW POVERTY LINE
Unknown


